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We assume that a constant voltage is applied across a sample of a Gunn diode 
of finite length. When a periodic boundary condition is assumed, the dynamical 
behavior of the electric field within the sample is described by a nonlinear 
integral-partial differential equation. By using this equation, we can study the 
waveform stability of a traveling high-field domain of solitary-wave type which 
plays an essential role in the Gunn effect. We obtain simple criteria which the 
sample length and the applied voltage must satisfy for the existence and stability 
of the high-field domain. The stability analysis is carried out by using Liapunov’s 
second method. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1963 Gunn [4] observed that, if a suitable constant voltage is applied across 
a long homogeneous sample of semiconductor n-GaAs, there appears within the 
sample a local high electric field which propagates from the cathode to the anode 
at a constant velocity. As a result of experimental and theoretical studies [4-71 it 
was indicated that this electrical phenomenon, now called the Gunn effect, is 
caused by a peculiar mobility characteristic of the free electric charge in n-GaAs. 
Over a certain range of electric field, the mobility of the free charge decreases as 
the field increases. (The mobility-field characteristic is given in [6].) This 
property cases a local accumulation of free charge within the sample when a 
suitable condition is satisfied, and the accumulation of free charge gives rise to 
the formation of the local high electric-field domain. The high-field domain, 
which is initially generated near the cathode, increases as it propagates and 
vanishes as it reaches the anode. 
Numerical studies by many workers [6,7] refined the mathematical model and 
revealed detailed properties of the Gunn effect. They indicated that the dynamical 
behavior of the electric field is described by a nonlinear partial differential 
equation of parabolic type. This equation has a traveling wave solution which 
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corresponds to the propagating local high-field domain within the sample. 
Results of numerical solutions of the mathematical model are given in [6, 91. 
The waveform and the propagating velocity of the traveling wave solution depend 
on (1) the mobility-field characteristic of free charge, (2) the applied constant 
voltage, (3) the length of the sample, and (4) the contact conditions at the anode 
and the cathode (boundary conditions). 
Many workers [6-91 have studied the properties of the traveling wave solutions 
by assuming various practical boundary conditions at the anode and the cathode. 
However, under these assumptions, the waveform of the solution is deformed as 
it nears the anode; i.e. the traveling wave solutions of these systems are not the 
“pure” traveling wave solutions. 
Other workers [lo, 1 l] have studied the mathematical model by assuming the 
length of the sample to be infinite. They could demonstrate, under this assump- 
tion, the existence of the following three types of pure traveling wave solutions, 
i.e. traveling wave solutions of (i) change-of-state type, (ii) periodic wave type, 
and (iii) solitary wave type. Knight and Peterson [IO] studied the stability of 
these solutions and concluded that the change-of-state type is stable and the other 
two types are unstable. However, the change-of-state type of solution does not 
correspond to the high-field domain observed in the Gunn diode. Only a high- 
field domain of solitary wave type, which is unstable, can be observed in the 
sample. Therefore the conclusion of [IO] indicates that their assumption 
regarding the length of the sample is not appropriate for the purpose of studying 
the dynamical behavior of the high-field domain. 
In this paper, we assume that (A) the length of the sample is finite, and (B) 
a constant eoltage is applied across the sample, Since our model must have pure 
traveling wave solutions, we must assume rather artificial boundary conditions. 
We assume that (C) the electric-field satisfies the periodic boundary conditions; 
i.e., we assume that the two boundaries of the sample are joined to form a ring. 
It is shown in Section 2 that, under these assumptions, the dynamical behavior of 
the electric-field within the sample is described by a nonlinear integral-partial 
differential equation. By the use of this mathematical model, we can consider the 
stability of traveling wave solutions of solitary wave type. 
The waveform and the propagating velocity of a traveling wave solution 
depend on the external data of the system, e.g., the applied voltage and the length 
of the sample. In Section 3, we study the dependence of the solution upon these 
data and obtain necessary and sufficient conditions which the external data must 
satisfy for the existence of a traveling wave solution. In Section 4, we obtain 
simple criteria for determining the stability of the solution (Theorems 4.1-4.3). 
Our stability criteria are closely connected with the conditions for the existence, 
and the stability is determined by using the external data only. We prove 
Theorems 4.14.3 in Sections 5 and 6. The main part of the stability analysis is 
carried out in Section 6 by using the Liapunov’s second method [12]. 
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2. FORMULATION 
Let us consider a spatially homogeneous ample of semiconductor n-GaAs of 
finite length E. Let p(x, t) denote a space- and time-dependent density distribution 
of free electric charge within the sample. Also, let E(x, t) denote an intensity 
distribution of the electric field. They are connected by Poisson’s equation 
E-&(X, 4 = eb(x, t) - P,), O<x<l, (2-l) 
where E is the permittivity, e is the electron’s charge, and p,, is the uniform 
neutralizing background charge density. 
Let v(E) denote the characteristic of the free charge’s mobility versus the 
intensity of electric field E. We assume that v(E) is a sufficiently smooth function 
of E. The dynamical behavior of p(x, t) is described by the equation 
P& 4 + W(x> 4) P(X, t>>z = b4x~ th 3 (2.2) 
where 0 is the diffusion coefficient of free charge. In this paper, we set (T = 1 for 
simplicity. 
Let us consider assumptions (A), (B), and (C) stated in the previous section. 
By assumption (B), the electric field E satisfies 
s 
’ E(x, t) dx = V, 
0 
(2.3) 
for all t > 0, where V, is the constant voltage applied across the sample. Also, 
by assumption (C), E(x, t) satisfies th e eriodic boundary conditions p 
E(O, t) = E(4 t), &(O, t) = Ed& t). (2.4) 
Let us define v andf(E) by 
v = c/epo > 0, f(E) = -(l/v) v(E). (2.5) 
By the use of (2.1) and (2.5), Eq. (2.2) can be rewritten as 
{Et - (1 + v-Kc) f(E) - J%J, = 0. 
Hence E(x, t) satisfies 
where I(t) is a suitable function which does not depend on x. Differentiating (2.3) 
with respect to t, we obtain 
O=J’E,(x,t)dx 
0 
= s ’Pa + VW% + f(E) -11 dx, 0 
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where F(E) is a primitive function of f(E). Taking account of the boundary 
condition (2.4), we obtain 
s Ozf(E(x, t)) dx -U(t) =0. 
Hence E(x, t) satisfies the integral-differential equation 
Clearly from the deduction of (2.6), a solution E(x, t) of Eq. (2.6) with the 
boundary condition (2.4) satisfies (d/dt) si E(x, t) dx = 0 for all t > 0. Hence 
(2.3) holds for all t > 0 if and only if the initial datum E(x, 0) is a function such 
that 
s 
’ E(x, 0) dx = V, . 
0 
(2.7) 
Equations (2.1) and (2.5) yield p(x, t)/po = 1 + vE,(x, t). The function p(x, t) 
must be nonnegative because it corresponds to the density of free charge. It is 
well known concerning equations of type (2.2) that, if the initial datum E(x, 0) 
satisfies 1 + vE,(x, 0) 3 0, then the inequality 
p(x, t)/po = 1 + 4z(x, t) 3 0 (2.8) 
folds for all (x, t) in [0, Z] x [0, co). 
It is easily verified that E = V,/Z is a stationary solution of Eqs. (2.6), (2.3), 
and (2.4). We shall call this a trivial stationary solution. When Y, 1, V, , and 
f(E) satisfy certain suitable conditions, our system has a solution of the form 
E = E,(x - ct), i.e., a solution which travels along the sample at a constant 
velocity c without changing its waveform. This solution is called a traveling wave 
solution. 
3. EXISTENCE OF TRAVELING WAVE SOLUTIONS 
3.1. Propagating Velocity c 
A function E,(f), f = x - t, c is a traveling wave solution of our system if and 
only if it is a twice continuously differentiable function satisfying the equation 
--c&,,(t) = Eoee(E) + U + ~Eo,(S)~f(Eo(~N - f J’f(Eoh)) 4, 
0 
O<iT<l, (3.la) 
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with the conditions 
E,(O) = Eo(b EOEP) = Eo,(O, (3.lb) 
s ’ E,(5) d5 = vo, 
(3.lc) 
0 
1 + vEo&3 3 0 for all 5 in [0, I]. (3.ld) 
Let us determine the propagating velocity c by assuming the existence of 
Eo(f). Equation (3.la) can be rewritten as 
aEor = E,E + 11 + vEo&f(Eo) - II’>, 
where I” = (l/Z) ~~f(E,(~)) df, 01 = -c - ~1. Multiplying this by Eoe/(l + vEoe), 
we obtain 
where 
4EoA2/U + vEoA = Eo&o& + vEoA + WE,) - f}Eo, 
= ME,,) + F(Eo) - fEol,, (3.2) 
WY) = WNY - (l/v) lodl + VY>>* (3.3) 
By virtue of (3.lb), this equality yields a s: (E,,)a/(l + vEoe) d.$ = 0. Hence 
ol = -c - VI = 0. Thus, 
c = - + jozf(Eo(S)) 8. (3.4) 
Equation (3.la) is rewritten, by using (3.4), as 
(3.5) 
We cannot define the function H(y) in the kxceptional case v = 0. In this 
case, we must use 
A(y) EE iy” (3.6) 
instead of H(y). It is easily verified that c = 0 when v = 0. Hence, when v = 0, 
our system has a stationary solution instead of a traveling wave solution. 
3.2 Existence of E,(f) 
For a real variable C, let us define a function S(C) by S(C) = min{S,(C), 
S,(C)}, where 
S,(C) = ;&F(E) - CE), 
,I 
S,(C) EE =;{F(E) - CE), 
.I 
E, = V,/l. 
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If C satisfies S(C) > F(E,) - CE, , and if a real variable D is limited in the 
range 
S(C) 3 D >F(E,)- CE,, (3.7) 
we can uniquely define functions a(C, D) and b(C, D) by 
a(C, D) > 4 > b(C, D), 
D >F(E)- CE for all E in (b(C, D), a(C, D)), (3.8) 
D = F(a(C, D)) - Cu(C, D) =F(b(C, D)) - Cb(C,D). 
For (C, D) satisfying (3.7), let us define a function w(f; C, D) by the equation 
with the initial conditions 
~(0; C, D) = a(C, D), 
Equation (3.9a) yields 
~~(0; C, D) = 0. (3.9b) 
w&J 1 + VW& + f(w) - C> = WW + F(w) - W, = 0. 
Hence, by virtue of (3.9b), (3.8), and H(0) = 0, ~(4; C, D) satisfies 
H(wt)+F(w)- Cw = D. (3.10) 
The function H(y) = (1 /~){y - (1 /v) log( 1 + vy)} is a continuously differen- 
tiable function defined on (- 1 /v, a) and satisfies 
H(O) = H’(0) = 0, 
H’(y) > 0 fory > 0, H’(y) -=C 0 for 0 >y > -l/v, (3.11) 
lim H(y) = ,+hlm+O H(y) = +a. 
y++@= 
Therefore, if (C, D) satisfies (3.7), then (3.10) defines a closed curve in the 
w--We plane; i.e., ~(5; C, D) is a periodic function of 5. The closed curve lies in 
the range wE > - 1 /v and meets the line wE = 0 at the two points (u(C, D), 0) 
and (b(C, D), 0). Hence, if we denote the minimum period of ~(5; C, D) by 
L(C, D), the function ~(5; C, D) satisfies 
~(0; C, D) = a(C,D), ~~(0; C, D) = 0, 
45; C, D) -=c 0 for all 6 in (0, x(C, D)), 
+(C, 0); C, D) = 4'2 9, w&(C, D); C, D) = 0, 
we(5; C, D) > 0 for all 6 in (x(C, D), L(C, D)), 
w&(C, 0); C, D) = a(C, D), w&C, D); C, D) = 0, 
where x(C, D) is a certain point lying in (0, L(C, 0)) (see Fig. 1). 
(3.12) 
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FIG. 1. The function w(l; C, D) in the case Y > 0. 
By virtue of (3.11), we can uniquely define functions G,(z) and G,(z) for 
x>,Oby 
-l/v < G,(z) < 0 < W-4, 
Y = GW(YN for ally in (--l/v, 01, (3.13) 
Y = G@(Y)) for ally in [0, co). 
By virtue of (3.12), Eq. (3.10) can be rewritten as 
wg = G,(D + Cw -F(w)) for all E in [0, x(C, D)], (3.14a) 
wt = G,(D + Cw -F(w)) for all [ in [x(C, D), L(C, D)]. (3.14b) 
Equation (3.14a) yields de = dw/G,(D + Cw -F(w)). Hence, by (3.12), we 
obtain 
4C, D> z j-‘“’ df = - (rD;) GI(D +pw _F(w)) , 
0 
i 
r(C'D) 45 C, D) d5 = - j-;rD;' G,(D +wct- F(w)) . 
'0 
In a similar way, we obtain 
L(C, D) = clc‘b:’ P(D + Cw - F(w)) dw, 
K(C, D) 3 jb;yD;’ P(D + Cw -F(w)) w dw 
s L(C.D) zzz ~(6; C, D) d5, 0 
(3.15a) 
(3.15b) 
where P(z) = l/G,(z) - l/G,(z). 
Assume that there exists a (C*, D*) lying in the range (3.7) such that 
L(C*, D*) = l/k, K(C*, D*) = V,/k (3.16) 
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for some integer K > 0. In this case, ~(5; C*, D*) satisfies 
w(0; c*, D*) = w(l; C”, o*>, wc(O; c*, D*) = u+(I; c*, o*>, (3.17a) 
I 
z w([; c*, D*) df = v, , (3.17b) 
II 
in addition to the equation 
1 ~v~;(~*,:~~*) -tf(w((; c*, D*)) = c*. > (3.17c) 
Integrating (3.17~) with respect to 5 and taking account of (3.17a), we obtain 
C* = (l/Z) j;f(w(f; C”, D”)) d[. Th us it is shown that E,,(t) - ~(5; C*, D*) 
is a solution of Eq. (3.5) subject to the conditions (3.lb)-(3.ld). Hence the 
following theorem holds. 
THEOREM 3.1. Our system (2.6), (2.3), (2.4) has a traveling waze solution 
E,,(e) = E&x - ct) which has k, k 2 1, peaks in [0, I) if and only ij there exists a 
(C*, D*) in the range (3.7) satisfying (3.16). The solution is given by E,(t) = 
wg; c*, 0”). 
In the case v = 0, we must use E?(y) = &y” instead of H(y). Also, we must 
use Gr(.z) E -(2x)l12, and G,(z) = (2~z)l/~, respectively, instead of G,(z) and 
G,(z). Hence Theorem 3.1 is written as follows in this case. 
THEOREM 3.2. In the case v = 0, our system has a stationary solution E,,(x) 
which has k, k > 1, peaks in [0, I) if and only if there exists a (C*, D*) such that 
I(C*, D*) = Z/k, J(C*, D*> = vn/k 
where 
I(‘, D, = [;rD;’ (D + z;2$w))‘,2 7 (3.18a) 
I(‘, D, = .c:Df (D _ ;tmd;(,)),2 ' (3.18b) 
4. STABILITY OF TRAVELING WAVE SOLUTIONS 
4.1 Definition of Stability 
Let v(t) denote an average drift velocity of all the free electrons within the 
sample. By the use of (2.1)-(2.5), a(t) is obtained as follows: 
a(t) = -$ s,’ v(E(x, t)) p(x, t) dx, 
= 5 s,’ {--vf(E(x> t>)l d~-%(x~ t) + 11 dx> (4.1) 
--- ; ~ozf(E(x, 4) dx. 
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Let us introduce a set of new variables given by 
5 = x - Jot V(T) dT, t = t. (4.2) 
The system ([, t) is a moving coordinate system which moves at the velocity 
g(t). It is easily verified by the use of (2.6) and (2.4) that 
E(& t) = E (x - Jot V(T) &, t) 
satisfies the equations 
E&T t) = E&, t) + (1 -t vE&> t)> ,if(e(g t)) - f j-ozf(E(?, t)) hi 9 (4.3a) 
-WA t) = -W, t), E,(O, t) = E,(L 4. (4.3b) 
Further, corresponding to (2.3) and (2.8), the following conditions are satisfied: 
I ’ E(E, t) d5 = vo , t 2 0, 
(4.3c) 
0 
1 + v-&(5,4 > 0, t>,o, O<(<l. (4.3d) 
It follows from (4.1) and (3.4) that c(t) = c when E(x, t) = E,(x - ct). Hence 
the traveling wave solution E,(x - ct) can be written as E,(x - ct) = E,(t); i.e. 
it is a stationary solution of the system (4.3a)-(4.3d). 
We define the stability of the traveling wave solution by using the system (4.3). 
Let ~~(5) be any continuously differentiable function which satisfies, for a given 
6 > 0, the inequality 
max I vo(4)l < 6 
O(&gl 
(4.4) 
in addition to the conditions 
v,(O) = ~O(Ol ~OdO) = vod4 (4.5a) 
s 
1 
vo(E) d5 = 0, (4.5b) 
1 + v@,(t) + ~ok))c 3 0 for all t in [0, I]. (4.5c) 
Let E([, t) be a solution of Eqs. (4.3a)-(4.3b) subject to the initial condition 
EC!, 0) = Eo(tY + ~o(O> O<f<Z. (4.6) 
Clearly this initial condition satisfies 
Hence E(LJ, t) satisfies conditions (4.3c)-(4.3d) for all t > 0. 
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A traveling wave solution E,(x - ct) is said to be stable if, for any given E > 0, 
E(.$, t) satisfies 
max I W, t) - E,(S)1 -c 6 
O$E<l (4.7) 
for all t > 0 when 6 > 0 in (4.4) is sufficiently small. Otherwise, E,(x - ct) is 
said to be unstable. If there exists a function p(t) such that 
lim max I Et-t, t> - E,(t + &>)I = 0 t+m O<C<l (4.8) 
and p(t) converges to a certain constant as t + co, then E,(x - ct) is said to be 
asymptotically stable in the sense of waveform stability. It is easily verified that, 
if (4.8) holds, then E(x, t) satisfies lim,,, maxos,gz I E(x, t) - E,(x - ct + e)l = 0 
for a certain constant 0. The constant 0 is determined depending on the distur- 
bance vo( E). 
4.2 Main Theorems 
We have three theorems regarding the stability of traveling wave solutions. 
The first one is as follows. 
THEOREM 4.1. A traveling wave solution E,(x - ct) is unstable if it has two 
or more peaks in [0, E). 
Next let us consider the stability of a traveling wave solution which has 
exactly one peak in [0, 0. According to Theorem 3.1, such a traveling wave 
solution is given by E,(f) = ~(5; C*, D*), where (C*, D*) is a solution of the 
equations 
L(C, D) = I, K(C, D) = vo. (4.9) 
Let us define a function T(C, D) by 
T(C, D) = (L,& - L,K,)(C, D). 
The second and the third theorems are as follows. 
(4.10) 
THEOREM 4.2. Let E,(.r - ct) be a traveling wave solution which has exactly 
one peak in [0, Z), and Zet (C*, D*) b e a solution of (4.9). This traveling wave 
solution is asymptotically stable in the sense of waveform stability if 
L,(c*, D*) > 0, T(C*, D*) > 0. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let Eo(x - ct) and (C*, D*) be as in Theorem 4.2. The 
traveling wave solution E,(x - ct) is unstable if (i) L,(C*, D*) < 0 or (ii) 
L,(C*, D*) > 0, T(C*, 0”) < 0 or (iii) L,(C*, D*) = 0, K,(C*, D*) # 0. 
These theorems are proved by using lemmas which we shall formulate in 
Section 4.4. 
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Let E&x - ct) and (C*, D*) b e as in Theorems 4.2 and 4.3. There are two 
exceptional cases in which the stability of I&(x - ct) cannot be determined by 
the use of these theorems: 
Case I. L,(C*, D*) = K,(C*, D*) = 0. 
Case II. L,(C*, D*) > 0, T(C*, D*) = 0. 
We do not consider these exceptional cases in this paper. 
4.3 Preliminaries for Stability Analysis 
Consider the eigenvalue problem 
MO df) = bw %(m + f ‘b%(EN ?a), (4.11a) 
v-40) = cp(b 49 = %(4 (4.11b) 
where 
P(5) = l/U + VEOE(Ol > 0. (4.1 lc) 
According to Sturm-Liouville theory, (4.11) yields countably many eigenvalues 
h, , k > 0, and corresponding eigenfunctions ~~(0, k 3 0. All the eigenvalues 
are real and h, -+ - co as k + 00. Without loss of generality we may assume that 
A, > 4 b J&n 2 .... The eigenfunctions vK can be chosen so that 
Some further properties of hk and vk are stated in the following lemma, which is a 
special case of [l, Chap. 8, Theorem 3.11. 
LEMMA 4.1. (i) ~~(0 has no zeros in [0, I]. 
(ii) vPk-r(e) and q&t), k > 1, have exactly 2k zeros in [0, I). 
(iii) ho > A1 3 ha > ... > A,,-, 3 A,, > A,,,, > .-.. 
The following equalities are obtained by differentiating (3.5) with respect to 5. 
@J(t) ~O&-)~~ + f ‘(Eokv EOEW = 0, (4.13a) 
Eo,(O) = EO,V)? ~OOEEKO = Eo& (4.13b) 
These equalities imply that X = 0 is an eigenvalue and v = cEoe(f) is a corre- 
sponding eigenfunction, where c is a normalizing factor. The eigenfunction 
g, = cEos([) has at least two zeros in [0, I). A ccording to Lemma 4.1, this implies 
that /Ia > 0. 
Let #(E) be a solution of the equations 
M5) $w)le + f ‘(~069 Yw = 1, 
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It is easily verified that (4.14) h as a bounded solution # 5) 
I 
if and only if any 
eigenfunction v of (4.11) corresponding to h = 0 satisfies lo ~(6) df = 0. 
4.4 Main Lemmas 
The following two lemmas hold regarding the stability of a traveling wave 
solution E,(E). 
LEMMA 4.2. A traveling wave solution E,-,(t) is asymptotically stable in the 
sense of waveform stability ;f h, > h, = 0 > h, and si 9(t) df > 0. 
LEMMA 4.3. A traveling wave solution E,,(t) is unstable if(i) A, > ;\1 > 0 or (ii) 
$i 4(E) df < 0 OY (iii) A,, > A, = A, = 0, $ ~~(0 d[ # 0. 
These lemmas will be proved in Section 6. 
Theorems 4.14.3 are obtained by using three lemmas which we shall 
formulate below. 
LEMMA 4.4. If EO(Q has at least two peaks in [0, Z), then /\,, > X, 3 h, > 0. 
Theorem 4.1 is an immediate consequence of this lemma and of Lemma 4.3(i). 
LEMMA 4.5. Let E,,(f) be a traveling wave solution which has exactly onepeak in 
[0, I), and let (C*, D*) be a solution of (4.9). In this case, (i) /\,, > hi = 0 > X, if 
L,(C*, D*) > 0, (ii) h, > h, > h, = 0 ifL,(C*, D*) < 0, and (iii) X, > h, = 
A, = 0 ifL,(C*, D*) = 0. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let E,,(t) and (C*, D*) be as in Lemma 4.5. In this case, (i) 
J:+(t) d5 = T(C*, D*)/LdC*, D*) ifLD(C*, D*) # 0, and (ii) $y2(5) de = 
c,K,(C*, D*), c1 # 0, ifLD(C*, D*) = 0. 
Theorem 4.2 is obtained by the use of Lemmas 4.5(i), 4.6(i), and 4.2. Also, 
Theorem 4.3 is obtained by the use of Lemmas 4.5(ii)-(iii), 4.6, and 4.3. 
Lemmas 4.4-4.6 will be proved in Section 5. 
4.5 The Case v = 0 
It was noted in Section 3 that our system (2.6), (2.3) (2.4) has a stationary 
solution instead of a traveling wave solution in the case v = 0. According to 
Theorem 3.2, a stationary solution E,(x) which has one peak in [0,1) exists if and 
only if the equations 
I(C, D) = I, J(G D> = v,, (4.15) 
have a real solution (C*, D*) in the range (3.7). The following theorem is a 
special case of Theorems 4.2 and 4.3. 
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THEOREM 4.4. Assume that v = 0. Let E,(x) be a stationary solution which has 
one peak in (0, Z], and let (C*, D*) b e a solution of Eps. (4.15). In this case (1) 
E,,(x) is asymptotically stable in the sense of waveform stability if ID(C*, D*) > 0 
and T(C*, D*) > 0, where T(C, D) = (IJc - I,jD)(C, D), and (2) E,(x) is 
unstable ;f (i) I,(C*, D*) < 0 OY (ii) I,(C*, D*) > 0, T(C*, D*) < 0 OY (iii) 
I,(C*, D*) = 0, jJC*, D*) # 0. 
We shall obtain corollaries of this theorem. Let us consider the case where 
v = 0, V,, = 0 and the nonlinear term f (E) of (2.6) satisfies 
m = f ‘(0) > 0, f t-4 = -f (4. (4.16) 
By using (3.8) (3.18), and (4.16) we obtain a(0, D) = -b(O, D) > 0 and 
J(0, D) = 0. Hence, by (4.15) and V, = 0, a stationary solution E,,(X) in 
Theorem 4.4 exists if there exists a D = D* such that I(0, D*) = 1 in the range 




I(0, D) = 2~r/rnl/~, 
ID(0, D) = Jo”“” H1(x, a(0, D)) dx, 
Jc(O, D) = Joa(o*D) H2(x, a(0, 0)) dx, 
where 
2 
H1(x’ a) = af (a) [ 
2 af (a) - xf (4 
(F(a) - F(x)}l12 - {F(a) - F(x)}3’2 ’ 1 
H2(x, a) G -!Z- [ w{w - af(w)/f (a)> 
f(a) {F(a) -2F(x))1/2 - {F(a) - F(x)>“‘” ’ 1 
Let us consider the case where f (E) satisfies, in addition to (4.16), 
Ef "(E) > 0 for all E # 0. (4.17) 
In this case, S(0) = +OO and lim,,,I(O, D) = lim,,, h/(f’(E))ll2. Further, 
the inequality Hr(x, a) < 0 holds for all x in [0, a). Hence I,(O, D) < 0. There- 
fore the following corollary holds. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Assume that v = 0 and V, = 0. If f (E) satisfies (4.16) and 
(4.17) and if I is limited in the range 2rr/mr/a > 1 > lim,,, 2r(f ‘(E))lP, then 
there exists a stationary solution E,(x) which has one peak in [0, 1). According to 
Theorem 4.4(2), this E,(x) is unstable. 
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Next let us consider the case wheref(E) satisfies, in addition to (4.16), 
q”(E) < 0 for all E f 0. (4.18) 
In this case, the inequalities Hr(x, a) > 0 and Hz(x, a) > 0 hold for all x in 
[0, a). Hence, by using J,(O, 0) = 0, we obtain IJO, 0) > 0 and T(O, D) > 0. 
Iff(E) > 0 for all E > 0, then S(0) = +oo and lim,,, 2r/(f’(E))lb, and if 
there exists an E = E, such thatf(E,) = 0, then S(0) = F(E,) and 
Hence the following corollary holds. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Assume that v = 0 and V,, = 0. Iff(E) satisjes (4.16) and 
(4.18), and if 1 is limited in the range 
2r/m1/2 < 1 < Jirnm 2?r/(f ‘(E))l/” --f in the case f (E) > 0 for all E > 0, 
27rlm112 < 1 < +oo otherwise, 
th there exists a stationary solution E,,(x) which has one peak in [O, 1). According to 
Theorem 4.4(l), this E,(x) is asymptotically stable in the sense of waveform stability. 
5. PROOF OF LEMMAS 4.2-4.4 
5.1 Proof of Lemma 4.2 
In this lemma it is assumed that E,(f) h as at least two peaks in [0, a). In this 
case the eigenfunction v = cE&.$), w ic h’ h corresponds to A = 0, has 2R (k > 2) 
zeros in [0, 1). Hence Lemma 4.1 yields that A, > A, 3 A, > .** > A,,+, 2 
h2&2 > 0. Q.E.D. 
5.2 Proof of Lemma 4.3 
In this lemma it is assumed that E&f) has exactly two zeros in [0, 1). There- 
fore, according to Lemma 4.1, either A, or A, is zero. 
Consider the differential equation 
~P(O W 3 = {P(E) h,(t; 41, + f ‘(K,(~)) 45 3, (5.1) 
Let h,([; A) and h2([; A) denote, respectively, solutions of Eq. (5.1) subject to the 
initial conditions 
h,(O; h) = 1, UO; 4 = 0, (5.2a) 
h,(O; h) = 0, h&O; X) = 1. (5.2b) 
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Also, let g(h) be a function defined by 
g(h) E h,(l; A) + h&Z; A) - 2. 
It is proved in [l, Chap. 8, Theorem 3.11 that the eigenvalues Arc of the eigen- 
value problem (4.11) coincide one-to-one with real roots of the equationg(h) = 0. 
It is also proved that g(h) > 0 for all X > h, . Hence the next lemma holds. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let E,(t) b e as in Lemma 4.2. The eigenvalues of (4.11) satisfy 
(i) X0 > hr = 0 > ha @g’(O) < 0, 
(ii) A0 > /\r > h, = 0 #g’(O) > 0, 
(iii) /\s > /\r = ha = 0 #g’(O) = 0. 
By virtue of (4.13) h,(f; 0) is obtained explicitly as 
h&t; 0) = &WEixdW (5.3a) 
By (4.13b) this function satisfies 
h,(O; 0) = h,(Z; 0) = 0, h,,(O; 0) = h&l; 0) = 1. (5.3b) 
According to Theorem 3.1, E,,(t) is given by I&,([) = ~(5; C*, D*), where 
(C*, D*) is a solution of (4.9). The following equalities are obtained by differen- 
tiating (3.9) with respect to D and by using ~(4; C*, D*) = E,,(f): 
(~(6) wm(E; C*, D*h + f’&(O) WA!; C*, D*> = 0, (5.4a) 
w,(O; C*, D*) = a,(C*, D*), w&O; C*, D”) = 0. (5.4b) 
These equalities imply that 
h,(5; 0) = ~~(5; C*, D*)/a,(C*, D*). (5.5) 
Differentiating the last two equalities in (3.12) with respect to D and taking 
account of L(C*, D*) = 1 and ~~(1; C*, D*) = 0, we obtain 
aD(C*, D*) = w,(l; C”, D*), 
w&Z; C*, D*) + L,(C*, D*) E,&l) = 0. 
(5.6) 
Hence h,([; 0) satisfies 
h,(O; 0) = h,(Z 0;) = 1, MO; 0) = 0, 
&(I; 0) = -LD(C*, D*) &&/a~(C*, D*). 
The following equality is obtained by using (3.8) and (3.9): 
a,(C*, D*) E,,,,(Z) = -1. 
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
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It is shown in [l, Chap. 8, proof of Lemma 3.31 that hih(t; A), i = 1, 2, are given 
as 
Hence, taking account of (5.3b), (5.7b), and (5.8), we obtain 
h,,V; 0) = - j" MT; 0) MI; 0) P(T) 4, 
0 
h,,#; 0) = jz h(rl; 0) Mrl; 0) Ad 4 - WC*> D") jz {EonW PM 4. 
0 0 
Thus g’(0) = h,,(E; 0) + h&Z; 0) is obtained as follows: 
g'(o) = -&CC*, D*) j" ~E~~(WP(~) &-. 
0 
Lemma 4.3 is an immediate consequence of Lemma 5.1 and this equality. 
Q.E.D. 
5.3 Proof of Lemma 4.4 
Let E,(f) and (C*, D*) b e as in Section 5.2. The following equalities are 
obtained by differentiating (3.9) with respect to C and by using ~(5; C*, D*) = 
Eo(O: 
(~(5) ~45; C*, D*)>c + f ‘(Eo(t)) w,(E; C*, D*) = 1, (5.9a) 
wc(O; C*, D*) = a,(C*, D*), w,,(O; c*, D*) = 0. (5.9b) 
Further, the following equalities are obtained by differentiating the last 
two equalities in (3.12) with respect to C and by using L(C*, D*) = 1 and 
w,(Z; C*, D*) = 0: 
ac(C*, D*) = W,(l; C*, D*)v 
(5.10) . , 
w& C*, D*) + L&C*, D*) Eoee(l) = 0. 
First, let us assume that L,(C*, D*) # 0. We define 01 and $(f), respectively, 
by 01 = -L,(C*, D*)/L,(C*, D*) and&e) = w&t; C*, D*) + ~wo(4; C*, D*). 
By virtue of (5.4), (5.6), (5.9) and (5.10) 4(S) satisfies 
MO ~&)>E + f ‘(Eo(t)) d(t) = 1, 
4(O) = $(I) = +(C*, D*) + w&C*, D*), $(O) = 0, 
I&) = -Eo&){L,(C*, D”) + &,(C*, D*)) = 0. 
Hence d(t) is a solution of Eqs. (4.14). Thus, in the case L,(C*, D*) # 0, we 
obtain ji #([) df = ji {w&t; C*, D*) + awD(& C*, D*)} d-f. 
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Differentiating (3.15b) with respect to C and D, and taking account of 
L(C*, D*) = I, we obtain 
&(C*, D*) = s’ wc(E; C*, D*) d..! + Lc(C*, D*) 15,(Z), 
0 
K&C*, D*) = 1” 
(5.11) 
wo(5; C*, D*) d5 + L(C*, D*) E,(Z). 
0 
Hence 
s oz #(4) dt = &(C*, D ) +&,(C*, D )+{Lc(C*, D*) + c&CC*, D*)l E,(Z  
= T(C*, D*)/LD(C*, D*), 
where T(C, D) is a function defined by (4.10). Thus the former part of Lemma 4.4 
is proved. 
Next let us consider the case L,(C*, D*) = 0. By virtue of (5.4)-(5.7), 
9) = c,w,(f; C*, D*) is an eigenfunction of (4.11) corresponding to h = 0, 
where ci is suitable normalizing factor. Taking account of (5.11) we obtain 
j: v(5) dt = cTJC*, D*). Th us the latter part of Lemma 4.4 is proved. 
Q.E.D. 
6. STABILITY ANALYSIS-PROOF OF LEMMAS 4.5 AND 4.6 
6.1 Preliminaries 
In Section 4.4 we formulated Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6 regarding the stability of 
traveling wave solutions. We prove these lemmas in this section by the use of 
Liapunov’s second method. Two lemmas, which we shall formulate below, play 
essential roles in our stability analysis. The first is as follows. 
LEMMA 6.1. Assume that ji 4(t) d5 > 0 and A, > A, = 0 > A, . Let g(t) be 
any twice continuously differentiable function such that (i) g(0) = g(Z), gE(0) = g,(Z), 
(ii) jig(t) df = 0 and (iii) $ p(E) g(5) E,&[) d[ = 0. Then the foZZowing inequality 
holds for a certain a2 > 0: 
Jo’ g(t) [{P(s) gt(t% + f’(Eo(0) g(6)l dt < -2 jz p(t) {g(5)}2 d5. (6.1) 
0 
Proof. According to Lemma 4.1, ~~(5) has exactly two zeros in [0, I). Let f, 
and t2 be the two points lying in [0, 1) such that ~~(5~) = v2(f22> = 0 (0 < 5, -=c 
t, < Z). If 01 and /3 are suitably chosen, a function h(t) defined by 
h(5) = g(t) - 4(t) - Wo&3 (6.2a) 
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satisfies A((,) = A((,) = 0. This function is twice continuously differentiable 
function satisfying the periodic boundary conditions. Hence a function p(e) 
defined by 
43 = &YP2(0 (6.2b) 
is also a twice continuously differentiable function and satisfies the periodic 
boundary conditions. 
Taking account of (6.2a), (4.13) and (4.14) we obtain 
k,h + f’(Eoo)g 
d(Pgch + f’(EoM 
By using (4.11) and (6.2b), we obtain 
= V2PKPV2J + f’(Eo)vzhJ - P(F2P A” + (Pv22PPP)e 
= A2Ph2 - Pb2PP)2 + (P?J22PfE)E * 
Further, by using assumption (ii) of this lemma, we obtain 
Hence 
s 
oz a(g + h) d[ = --a2 j’ # d[. 
0 
j” g{(P& + f ‘(Eo) g> d5 G jz P2ph2 - a”#} de. 
0 
By virtue of the assumptions A, < 0 and ji 4(t) de > 0, the following inequality 
holds for a certain a2 > 0: 




' p(h + 4j2 dif. 
0 
On the other hand, by using (6.2a), we obtain 
Pg2 = p(h + 4 + /=,,I2 
= p@ + ~4)” + &Wo,g - I-%%, - 
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Hence, taking account of assumption (iii), we obtain 
jZP&Y2d5 < fP(h + 4)“db 
0 0 
Thus (6.1) is proved. Q.E.D. 
Let H denote a family of functions defined by 
H = [h 1 h E Cz[O, I], h(0) = h(l), h,(O) = h,(l), s,’ h(t) d[ = 01 . (6.3) 
The second lemma is as follows. 
LEMMA 6.2. (a) Assume that (i) A, > A, > 0, or (ii) J:+(t) d[ < 0, or (iii) 
A, > A1 = A, = 0, s; v2([) d.$ # 0. In th is case there exists an ho (30) in H such 
that 
b2Pho = Wad, + f’(Eo:o) ho - f j-ho(I)) ho(v) 4, 
0 
(6.4) 
where b2 is a certain positive constant. 
(b) Let h be any function in H satisfying $j ph,h d[ = 0. If h,(t) is a unique 
solution of Eq. (6.4), then the following inequality holds for a certain b12 > 0: 
(b2 - b,‘) jz ph2 dt 2 j- ’ Wph,), + f ‘(Eo) h) d5. (6.5) 
0 0 
Proof. Let us define p. by 
/Lo = sup hey IO’ {-PW2 + f ‘(Eo) h2) df,!foz ph2 dt. 
It is easily verified by the use of the variational method [3] that there exists a 
function ho (f0) in H which satisfies 
~0 = joz {-P(ho,)2 + f ‘(Eo) ho2) dS/j-oz Pho2 dt, 
and that h,(t) is given as a solution of the equation 
popho = (Pho,h + f ‘PoYo - PI 3 (6.6) 
where pi is a Lagrange multiplier which corresponds to the condition 
$ h,(E) dt = 0. If p. # 0, then (6.6) and (4.13) yield 
0 = ,d Ph,Eo, dt = Jo’ h,Eo,/(l + 4,d dE = + Ij-oz ho d[ - Jo2 ph, dt/ . 
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Hence jiph,, d[ = 0. Therefore p1 in (6.6) is obtained as 
Pl=f 
i 
'f'(Eo(5)) ho(S) d5. (6.7) 
0 
Thus the proof of the former part of this lemma is complete if we prove that 
p. > 0. First, let us consider the case A, > A, > 0. In this case we define an 
element g of H by g(5) = CUT,([) + vi([), where 
as-- joz v,(S) dE/joz vo(5) dt. 
Clearly from (4.11) and (4.12) we obtain $J { --p(gE)2 + f’(E,)ga) d[ = 
a?‘& + A, > 0. Hence p. > 0 in this case. 
Next let us consider the case ji #(Q d( < 0. We define an element g of H by 
g(f) s @&f) + 4(f), where /I = -so $J(() HE/J: v,(t) df. It is easily shown that 
g(f) satisfies .ft {--P(gA2 + f’(E,)g’} dt = XoP2 - J-i #(5) d.$- > 0. Hence p. > 0. 
Finally let US consider the case A0 > A, = A2 = 0, si cp2(t) d[ # 0. We define 
an element g of H by g(t) L yvo([) + ~~(0, where 
yz- 
I,' v2(0 @/ joz vo(t) d5 f 0. 
In this case si {--p(gJ2 + f’(E,)g’} d[ = Aoy9 > 0. Hence p. > 0. 
The latter part of this lemma is an immediate consequence of the variational 
method. Q.E.D. 
6.2 Proof of Lemma 4.5 
Let E([, t) be as in Section 4.1. Let us consider the integral 
Vi-f% PI = 4 jk) W(t + I*, 4 - E,(t)}2 dt, (6.8) 
0 
where p is a real parameter. We denote by p(t) the value of p which minimizes 
this integral, and by z(t, t) a function defined by 
4E, q = E(Jt + p(t), q - &l(5). 
Clearly from the definition, p(t) satisfies the equality 
VuP; CL1 = jzP(5) -f&(5 + i& t) z(t, 4 &t = 0. 
0 
(6.9) 
Further, ,G(t) and ~(5, t) satisfies, for any given 6, > 0, 
I iw < 61 t oy;;z I 45,O)l < 61 (6.10) , 
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when S > 0 in (4.4) is sufficiently small. The proof of Lemma 4.5 is complete 
if we prove that F(t) converges to a certain constant as t + cc and that ~(8, t) 
satisfies lim t+m mar6ircz I 4.t, t)l = 0. 
By (4.3) and (3.5), a([, t) and p(t) satisfy the equations 
where 
(6.11a) 
p =f(-% + 4 -f&J - J(t), (6.1 lb) 
J(t) = f j-o’ {fb%(5) + 4t, 9) -f(4,(5N d5. (6.11~) 
By multiplying (6.1 la) by p = 1 /(l + vEOE) and by expanding the term 
f(& + Z) is a Taylor series, the following equation is obtained. 
where 
(6.12a) 
Q = &f “(E, + t+)z2 + pz,P, 0 < 8, d 1. (6.12b) 
Multiplying (6.12a) by z(e, t), integrating on [0, Z] with respect to E and taking 
account of (6.9) we obtain 
j-l P=h d5 = f x((P.4, + f ‘(4,) 4 dt - J Lz x dt + s,’ ZQ df. (6.13) 
0 0 
By virtue of (4.3b-4.3c) and (3.lb-3.lc), z([, t) satisfies the periodic boundary 
conditions and j’i z(f, t) d[ = 0. H ence we can apply Lemma 6.1 to obtain 
j-” ~(PG + f’(E,,) 4 df < -a2 s,’ pz2 d5, 
0 
where a2 is a positive constant in (6.1). The second term of (6.13) vanishes, by 
sk z dl = 0. It is easily verified that the last term satisfies the following inequality 
for a certain positive constant M: 
~zl~~I~5~~~z~Il~I+lIl~~2~5. 
Thus (6.13) yields 
; ; IzP(O t4E, t)12 d5 G j-” P(l) L-0” + WI 45 t)l + I JWl>1 Mt, tH2 dt. -- 
U 0 
(6.14) 
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If / ~(6, t)l is sufficiently small, then -a2 + 1M{j ~(5, t)i + / J(t)l} < 0. In 
this case (6.14) implies that si p(E){z(E, t)}2 df is a monotonically decreasing 
function of t. The next lemma holds regarding parabolic equations of type (6.12). 
LEMMA 6.3. (i) Assume that a solution z([, t) of (6.12) satisfies the following 
inequalities for a su.ciently small 6 > 0: 
max I 4E,O)l -c 6, 
O<E<l 
Then the inequality 
holds, where A is a positive constant which does not depend on 6 and T. (ii) If 
45, t) satis$es r [jip(5){z(t, tN2 4 dt < co then b,, maxosc~z I ~(5, t)l = 0. 
We omit the proof of this lemma. It can be proved by using mathematical tools 
developed in [2, Chaps. I, 71. 
It follows from (6.14) and Lemma 6.3(i) that, if 6, > 0 in (6.10) is sufficiently 
small, the following inequality holds for all t > 0: 
& sz P(E) G(t, t)12 d5 <-a2 j- ’~(0 G@, 9)” d5. 
0 0 
(6.15) 
Hence, by the use of Lemma 6.3(ii), we obtain 
Multiplying (6.12a) by Eoo([) and integrating on [0, 11, we obtain 
= sz Eoc{(~G i-f’@,) z - J> dE + j’ QE,, dt. 
(6.16) 
0 0 
The first term on the right-hand side vanishes on account of (4.13). On the other 
hand, the following equality is obtained by differentiating (6.9) with respect to t: 
Hence (6.16) yields 
-- ; 2 J“ p,z2 dt - jz (PE& - (PEOE~ 4 d&t = f QEoe d5. (6.17) 
0 0 0 
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It is easily shown that the right-hand side of (6.17) satisfies j JAQEOE df 1 < 
ik’, sipz2 d,$ for a positive constant AI, . Hence, by using (6.15), the following 
inequality is obtained: 
where N is a certain positive constant. Therefore, if 6, > 0 in (6.10) is sufficiently 
small, p(t) in (6.17) must satisfy 1 pt(t)j < Nr exp(--a2t) for all t > 0. This 
inequality implies that p(t) converges to a certain constant as t + co. Q.E.D. 
6.3 Proof of Lemma 4.6 
Let us define u([, t) by u([, t) = E([, t) - E,,(t). This function satisfies the 
equation 
where 
Put = (~4, + f ‘6%~ - I+ R (6.18) 
W = f /” if U&(5) + u(E, t)) - f (E,(O)) de, 
0 
R = +f”(Eo + e,u) u2 + vpu,{f (E, + u) -f (Eo) - I}, 0 <e, < 1. 
Moreover u(t, t) satrsfies $ u((, t) dt = 0, the periodic boundary conditions, 
and the initial condition 
We shall prove Lemma 4.6 by contradiction. We suppose that the traveling 
wave solution E,(t) is stable, i.e., that ZI([, t) satisfies 
max I 44, t)l < E O<E<l 
for all t > 0 (6.19) 
if 6 > 0 in (4.4) is sufficiently small. 
By virtue of the assumptions of this lemma, there exists a function h,(t) ($0) 
satisfying (6.4). We may assume that ~~p(.$){ho(~)}2 df = 1 without loss of 
generality. Let us define a(t) and ~(6, t) by 




Clearly v([, t) satisfies 
s ’ v(t, t) df = 0, s” ~63 45,t) ho(t) dt = 0. (6.21) 0 0 
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Hence if h,(e) is a unique nontrivial solution of Eq. (6.4), the following inequality 
holds for a certain 6r2 > 0, by Lemma 6.2(b). 
We must develop rather complicated arguments in an exceptional case where this 
inequality does not hold. We do not consider such a case in this paper. 
Substituting (6.20b) in (6.18), and taking account of (6.4) we obtain 
~(4, + 4 = 4b’~ho - 4) + {(Pv,), + f ‘(EoP> - I+ R (6.23) 
where II = (l/Z) ~~f’(E,(~)) h,,(t) d[. Multiplying (6.23) by v((, t), integrating 
on [0, I] and taking account of (6.21) and (6.22) we obtain 
s 
2 
pvv, d[ = 
0 
j1 NPVC)E + .Wo) 4 dt + jz VR dt 
0 0 
<(b2-b12) [‘pv2dt+ [‘vRd& 
(6.24) 
Jo Jo 
Further, multiplying (6.23) by h,(t), integrating on [0, I], and taking account of 
(6.18), (6.21) and $ h,(t) dt = 0, we obtain 
at = b201 +
s 
’ h,R de. (6.25) 
0 
By using (6.24) and (6.25) we obtain 
;~(a2-jozpv2d~) >b2a2-(be-b,“)jo’pv2d~+So’{cxho-v}Rd[. 
(6.26) 
Because b2 > 0 and b12 > 0, we can choose positive constants B2 and B12 so that 
the following inequality holds for any 01 and v: 
b2a2 + (b12 - b2) joL pv2 d[ > B2 /a2 - s,’ pw2 d.$/ + B12 Ia2 + joz pv2 d[/ 
On the other hand, the following inequality holds by virtue of (6.19) and (6.20): 
1 jo2 Wo - 4 R dt 1 <EMI ja2+ jozpv2dtl. 
Hence, if E > 0 in (6.19) is sufficiently small, (6.26) yields 
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When the initial datum u(f, 0) = v,,(E) 
Jk).)(u(5, ON2 d5 > 0, th’ 
is chosen so that V(0) = {,(O)}2 -
is inequality implies {~(t)}~ > V(0) exp(2Pt). Clearly 
this contradicts assumption (6.19). Thus the instability of Z&(t) is proved. 
Q.E.D. 
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